REGULAMENTO

XCC 2022 REGULATION

1 - Locations:
Petrópolis (RJ), Araxá (MG), Taubaté (SP) and Congonhas (MG)

2 - Modality:
XCC - mountain bike / SHORT TRACK

3 - Who can participate:
only athletes registered at CIMTB Michelin can race the XCC

4 - Schedule:
Friday:
16h30: Start of Promotional Batteries

Battery 1 - Sub17 and Male Junior
Battery 2 - Sub30 and Sub35
Battery 3 - Sub40, Sub45, Sub50, Sub55, Sub60, Sub65 and Over65
Prizes will be awarded immediately after each race.

Saturday:
09h00: Start - Female Super Elite
09h40: Start - Male Super Elite
Prizes will be awarded immediately after each race.
Start times can be changed due to changes in the TV grid

5 - Registration - value and more details:
!ll the Male's and Female's Super Elite athletes who register for the XCO
will be automatically registered for the XCC. The other categories must
register and it costs R$ 50,00
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6- Awards:
MALE AND FEMALE SUPER ELITE AWARDS: medal to the top 5 and
cash prize per stage: 1º place: R$ 500,00, 2º place: R$ 400,00; 3º place: R$
300,00; 4º place: R$ 200,00; 5º place: R$ 100,00
XCC CHAMPIONSHIP FOR MALE AND FEMALE SUPER ELITE: the top
5 with the most points in the 4 stages of XCC in 2022 will win medals
AWARDS FOR PROMOTIONAL BATTERIES: medal and sponsor
products to the top 5

7- MALE/ FEMALE SUPER ELITE championship score:
the tie-breaking criterion is the best result of the last race;
Promotional batteries do not count points for the championship
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8 - General Competition Rules:
the alignment criterion will be the UCI ranking in the M/F SUPER ELITE;
there is no criteria for alignment in promotional batteries;
the athlete who is not present at the start will be disquali ed;
food and mechanical support will be allowed only in the support area;
the athlete's XCC score in the overall result will be added to his
category, registered in CIMTB Michelin, for M/F SUPER ELITE only;
Late athletes will be withdrawn using the 50% criterion;
RACE TIME: 18 minutes plus 1 lap M/F SUPER ELITE;
RACE TIME: 15 minutes plus 1 lap PROMOTIONAL BATTERIES;
the athlete must run with the same number plate and chip used in the XCO
event.

9 - Resources:
resources will only be accepted at the end of each battery, and must be
made to the UCI/CBC Commissioner or technical responsible for the event

10 - Responsibilities and Obligations:
the organization, hotels, City Halls, UCI, CBC, State Federations, the press,
promoters and sponsors are not responsible for theft/robbery and damage
to equipment and/or bicycles or for any trauma and/or injuries to athletes
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and assistants caused by accidents during training or competition
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11 - It is the responsibility of each participant: TR
Comply with the event's regulations, care for the good image of mountain
biking and the preservation of nature, not littering the route.
Follow the rules of the regulation
Have medical insurance.

11 - Important:
Omissions will be judged by the Race Direction and responsible
commissioners.
The organization of the event reserves the right to change the date and
place of the tests, as well as to change any other clause and/or conditions
of the present regulation at the technical congress or 2 (two) hours before
the start, being adjusted that all disclosure of any changes will be made
through the event's of cial website www.cimtb.com.br and at the event's
secretary on race days
To resolve any doubts arising from this regulation, the forum of the district
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of Belo Horizonte, MG is elected.

